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Not many people on the scene knew Fire Wah, but seeing the Prince standing beside him, all the people 

on the scene had basically guessed Fire Wah’s identity. 

At this moment, everyone’s eyes were rounded and they all looked at this legendary being with awe. 

There were so many labels on Huo Hua. 

The most valued person beside the Fifth Master Xue, the martial artist most likely to become the 

successor of the Southern Realm, and one of the two most reputable among the young people of China. 

Regardless of any of these identities, taking them out was enough to shock everyone. 

How could anyone not be shocked by the presence of such a great figure at the launch event? 

Of course, there was a dead silence. 

Everyone looked towards Zhao Tianyuan to see how he was going to handle this matter. 

Although the top ten families in Suzhou Province were strong, could they still be strong in the face of 

such a big shot like Huo Hua? 

Zhao Tianyuan’s face was pale, as he was the head of the Ten Great Families of Su Province, he naturally 

had to step in now to resolve this matter. 

However, seeing Huo Hua made him panic in his heart, and for a moment, he didn’t even know how to 

speak. 

So, the scene fell into a dead silence and the atmosphere seemed even more awkward. 

Seeing this, Qian Yongan, who was standing next to him, hurriedly stood out and smiled, “So it’s Brother 

Zhang who has come.” 

“I really didn’t expect that the launch of Wanchun Hall could even make the Fifth Master Xue personally 

send someone to congratulate us, it really makes our place shine.” 

“Brother Zhang, the Ten Great Clans have not greeted you well, so please forgive me for the 

negligence!” 

Fire Hua smiled lightly, “Brother Qian is very kind.” 

“In today’s matter, I, Zhang, just happened to be pa*sing by.” 

“There is no need for Brother Qian to be polite.” 

At these words, Qian Yongan’s face could not help but look a little embarra*sed. 

He had just forced this matter to be mentioned over Master Xue Wu’s head, just to try to put gold on 

the faces of the top ten families in Su Province. 



For such a launch event, Master Xue had even sent someone to attend, so it was clear that Master Xue 

attached importance to it! 

As a result, Huo Hua now directly slapped him in the face, saying that he just happened to pa*s by, 

which meant that it was not Master Xue Wu’s intention. 

To put it bluntly, it means that Master Xue Wu doesn’t see your Ten Great Families of Su Province, 

therefore, this matter has nothing to do with Master Xue Wu! 

The ten great family masters were all indignant, but no one dared to say anything at all. 

Who dared to be reckless in the face of Huo Hua? 

Didn’t you see that Zhao Tianyuan was so frightened that he hadn’t even said a word? 

Qian Yong’an forced down the anger in his heart and said with a smile, “It’s also an honour for us that 

Brother Zhang can come!” 

“Brother Zhang, why don’t we go upstairs and have a seat first?” 

Huo Hua waved his hand with a faint smile, “There’s no rush.” 

“My nephew’s car isn’t parked yet.” 

“Why don’t you ask your nephew to come over first and help my nephew park his car?” 

Qian Yong’an’s face suddenly changed. 

If Huo Hua had only secretly slapped him in the face before, now, this was already a blatant insult to 

him. 

Asking Qian Liangwen to park for the Crown Prince? 

That was the Qian family’s youngest, do you treat him like an ancient porter holding a horse? 

Qian Yong’an looked at Zhao Tianyuan, who remained silent. 

Qian Yong’an was irritated in his heart, what should he do when it came to this point? 

Just then, an icy voice suddenly came from upstairs, “Prince of Hai Cheng, the stance is too big, isn’t it?” 

“Qian Liangwen, how can you say that you are also the youngest master of the Qian family.” 

“You made him park for you with a casual remark, hehe, that’s too much of a bully, isn’t it?” 

Hearing these words, everyone looked up, only to see Wan Zifeng slowly walking down from upstairs. 

When he saw Wan Zifeng, Qian Yongan breathed a sigh of relief. 

Zhao Tianyuan could no longer count on him, and with Wan Zifeng backing him up, he had no fear of 

Huo Hua! 

When he saw Wan Zifeng, Huo Hua’s expression remained unchanged, smiling lightly and said, “It was 

Qian Liangwen who bullied him too much in the first place, my nephew, he was just taking his anger out 

for his friend, what’s wrong with that?” 



Qian Yong’an immediately said, “When did my nephew bully the Prince’s friend?” 

The prince said coldly, “Chen Baiyu, do you know him?” 
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Hearing this, the crowd was stunned. 

No one had expected that the Crown Prince was actually backing up Chen Baiyu. 

Qian Yong’an’s face immediately changed when he remembered what had happened before. 

He said in a deep voice, “Crown Prince, since when did Chen Baiyu become your friend?” 

“My family Liang Wen and Chen Baiyu’s matter, that’s their private matter.” 

“You insist on meddling in it, what kind of sense is that?” 

The prince said aloud, “Chen Baiyu was not my friend before, but he is Lin Mo’s friend!” 

“Everyone knows that Lin Mo is my brother.” 

“My brother’s friend is my friend.” 

“He was bullied by your nephew, so I’m helping him to get a statement today, what’s wrong with that?” 

“Qian Yong’an, your nephew can take someone’s fiancée and make them kneel down and apologise, so 

what’s wrong with me asking your nephew to park my car?” 

“Does it mean that only your Qian family’s people are allowed to bully others, but not others to bully 

you?” 

“What kind of reasoning is that?” 

Hearing these words, there were quite a few people around who were secretly shouting in approval. 

Qian Liangwen, the fop young master, hadn’t done many good deeds in Su Province, and there were not 

a few people who had been bullied by him. 

Today, when the crown prince said this, it simply spoke to the hearts of many people. 

When you bully someone, you have to think that there will be someone stronger than you who can bully 

you, that’s called karma! 

Of course, more people were still in shock. 

They didn’t expect that the Crown Prince had such an iron relationship with Lin Mo. 

The crown prince would actually stand up for Lin Mo’s friend on such an occasion? 

It seemed that this time, the matter was probably going to be a big deal. 

Qian Yong’an’s face was ironic. 



The prince had definitely come for Lin Mo’s matter this time, and the fact that Huo Hua had personally 

come was clearly to back up Lin Mo. 

This time, could this launch of Wanchun Hall still go on normally? 

He couldn’t help but look at Wan Zifeng next to him, nowadays he was no longer capable of handling 

this matter, he could only expect the Wan family to step in. 

Wan Zifeng frowned and said in a deep voice, “There is a reason for injustice.” 

“Since this matter is Chen Baiyu’s business, then let Chen Baiyu settle it himself!” 

“Crown Prince, you are not Master Xue Wu, do you really think that you can manage all the matters in 

these six southern provinces?” 

Huo Hua snorted, “You’re absolutely right.” 

“You’re not Master Xue Wu either, you can’t manage the affairs of these Southern Six Provinces either!” 

Wan Zifeng burst out in anger. 

As a member of the Wan Family, he prided himself on the fact that the Wan Family could be on par with 

the Fifth Master Xue. 

Therefore, in his opinion, Huo Hua should be full of respect for him. 

But now, Huo Hua was talking to him like this, clearly looking down on him! 

“Zhang Ye, don’t go too far!” 

“I, Wan Zifeng, am just saying a fair word, what do you mean by that?” 

Wan Zifeng said in a deep voice. 

Huo Hua: “I don’t mean anything else.” 

“I just want to say that what my nephew wants to do, I will definitely give him my full support!” 

“So, today, either Qian Liangwen comes down and helps my nephew park.” 

“Either that or, heck, this launch today, don’t even think about continuing!” 

Wan Zifeng was furious: “Zhang Ye, who do you think you are?” 

“I still have to let this launch go on today!” 

Huo Hua laughed coldly, “Is that so?” 

“You’ve made up your mind to back Qian Liangwen up?” 

“Wan Zifeng, do you have the strength to do so?” 

Wan Zifeng gritted his teeth and said, “Are you looking down on my Wan family?” 



Huo Hua: “Wan Zifeng, if you’re capable, settle this matter yourself, don’t involve the Wan Family in 

everything!” 

“If you really want to involve the Wan Family, then I have to ask you the same thing.” 

“You, the Wan family, are you looking down on Master Xue Wu?” 

Wan Zifeng: “You ……” 

Huo Hua waved his hand, “You what you!” 

“Wan Zifeng, if you want to stand up for the Qian family, use your strength to speak!” 

“If you can last ten moves in my hands, I’ll let Qian Liangwen go, how about that?” 
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At these words, the whole crowd was in an uproar. 

Huo Hua, it was too strong, wasn’t it? 

Although many people did not know Wan Zifeng’s identity, but, to have the top ten families in Su 

Province greet him personally, he was certainly not a simple person. 

Wan Zifeng was furious, “Zhang Ye, you’re too arrogant!” 

“Good, I will let you see today, the family martial arts of my Wan Family!” 

After Wan Zifeng finished speaking, he directly jumped down from the first floor. 

Many people around the area cried out in shock, many of them were ordinary people, where had they 

ever seen such a spectacle before? 

Lin Mo watched from afar, after Wan Zifeng landed, he didn’t even make the slightest sound. 

Lin Mo’s heart was shocked, this Wan Zifeng’s internal strength had reached the level of an ascent to the 

top! 

With such strength, it was estimated to be a little stronger than even Zhao Tianyuan! 

Huo Hua wanted to defeat him within ten moves, was this possible? 

Wan Zifeng quickly rushed in front of Huo Hua and threw a head-on punch that struck Huo Hua straight 

in the face. 

Fire Hua’s body did not move, and with a casual palm, he caught his fist directly. 

The incoming punch was like hitting a steel plate, Fire Wah’s arm didn’t move at all, blocking his full 

force! 

Wan Zifeng’s face changed, he did not expect that Huo Hua’s strength was so strong. 



He quickly changed his stance and in the blink of an eye, he went around behind Huo Hua and threw a 

few more punches. 

Without turning around, it was as if Huo Hua had eyes behind his back, easily blocking all his attacks. 

The crowd counted the number of moves and soon reached the eighth. 

Wan Zifeng could already see that there was a huge gap between himself and Huo Hua. 

Therefore, he also simply stopped attacking and quickly retreated, trying to dodge away from Huo Hua’s 

side. 

As long as he survived ten moves, he would be considered a winner! 

However, he had just withdrawn less than three steps when Huo Hua rushed up with a fierce arrow 

step. 

Without waiting for him to react, Huo Hua snapped his wrist. 

Wan Zifeng hurriedly used his grappling hand to try to reverse the hold. 

But he was a step too slow, as Huo Hua pulled Wan Zifeng in front of him. 

Before Wan Zifeng could regain his senses, Huo Hua had already grabbed him by the collar and lifted 

him up, slamming him heavily onto a nearby table. 

Wan Zifeng was thrown into a heap, and although his injuries were not serious, the blow caused him to 

lose face. 

He almost didn’t pa*s out from anger. 

The people next to him hurriedly helped Wan Zifeng up. 

For his part, Huo Hua did not even look at him and calmly said, “Nine moves, you have lost!” 

Wan Zifeng gritted his teeth, unable to utter a single word. 

From afar, Lin Mo watched all this, his heart shocked to the core. 

Once again, he was certain that when Huo Hua had fought him earlier, he had been completely merciful. 

Otherwise, with Huo Hua’s strength, he would have absolutely killed him in seconds! 

Wan Zifeng was helped down, and the Crown Prince looked at Qian Yong’an smugly, “How was that?” 

“Should we let your nephew down, or should we tear down this venue?” 

Qian Yong’an’s face was blue and he didn’t know what to say for a moment. 

Letting Qian Liangwen go and park the car, the Qian family’s face would definitely be finished. 

However, if Qian Liangwen was not allowed to park the car, then today’s launch would also be 

completely finished. 



However, in the end, for the sake of the launch, the Qian family head still went upstairs and let Qian 

Liangwen come out. 

Qian Liangwen’s face was blue and full of indignation. 

He had never dreamed that he would end up in this situation after just bullying the down-and-out Chen 

Baiyu. 

He had just walked over to the Prince’s car when he saw Chen Baiyu sitting in the car, looking at him 

with a smile. 

“Brother Qian, sorry for the hard work!” 

“A few cars over here, I’m afraid I’ll have to trouble you!” 

Chen Baiyu said with a smile. 

Qian Liangwen hit his eyes and saw a dozen cars parked behind him. 

He almost didn’t pa*s out from anger. 

He had thought that there was only one car, but to his surprise, he was allowed to park so many? 

Did they really treat him like a security guard? 
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Watching Qian Liangwen run to the car with a face full of reluctance, Chen Baiyu felt a sigh of relief. 

At the same time, his heart was also filled with emotion. 

He had never dreamed that the last time he went to fetch the Nine Leaves Fire Lotus, he had made a 

little good karma with Lin Mo, and today he could have such good results. 

Now, he had fallen so low that any person could step on his head. 

Having been humiliated by Qian Liangwen before, he basically had no hope of getting revenge. 

As soon as the prince came over, he helped him to beat Qian Liangwen up severely, so he couldn’t say 

how excited he was in his heart. 

Chen Baiyu did not rush into the venue, but stood outside to supervise the work, so that once he was 

inside, Qian Liangwen would not call the security guards to stop the car again. 

Only after watching Qian Liangwen park all the cars did Chen Baiyu enter the launch venue with his toes 

high. 

Although he did not have an invitation, who would dare to stop him now? 

Not to mention the security guards, even the people from the Ten Families had to go around when they 

saw him! 



Qian Liangwen parked his car and ran straight upstairs to find Qian Yongan crying and begging him to 

take revenge for him. 

Qian Yong’an’s face was blue, he was extremely fond of his nephew. When he saw Qian Liangwen being 

insulted, he was furious too. 

But Qian Yong’an never dared to go to the prince either, and he said in a deep voice, “Liangwen, take it 

easy for now.” 

“With Huohua following, we are not going to touch a hair on the Crown Prince’s head.” 

Qian Liangwen was anxious: “Then …… what about me?” 

“So many people are watching, and I, as the youngest master of the Qian family, am running to park for 

them as if I were a doorman?” 

“I …… have lost all my face!” 

“If I don’t take revenge for this, how can I go out and meet people in the future?” 

Qian Yongan waved his hand, “I didn’t say I wouldn’t take revenge, it’s just that, it’s not the right time 

yet.” 

“The most crucial thing now is the launch of our Wanchun Hall.” 

“If this launch goes smoothly and the re-engineering pills are successfully launched, then our Qian 

family’s status and strength will definitely be greatly enhanced.” 

“At that time, we will then unite with the Wan Family, and it won’t be difficult to deal with Huo Hua if 

we want to.” 

“As the saying goes, if you don’t tolerate the smallest thing, you’ll have a big problem… It’s definitely 

impossible for you to take revenge now.” 

“Hold back this anger for now, when we find the opportunity some other day, I will let you kill the Crown 

Prince yourself!” 

Qian Liangwen was then satisfied. 

“Second Uncle, this is what you promised.” 

“In the future, I will definitely kill the Crown Prince with my own hands!” 

Qian Yong’an sneered, “Don’t worry.” 

“This b*****d demon king, how dare he bully our Qian family, will I let him live?” 

“However, the most crucial thing at the moment is this launch of ours.” 

“This time, the Crown Prince is definitely here for our launch.” 

“This is especially important, no matter what, we can’t let him ruin our launch event!” 

Qian Liangwen was a little flustered, “But, Huohua is following.” 



“If they really want to ruin this launch, we …… we can’t do anything about them, huh?” 

Qian Yongan shook his head, “Don’t worry, Huohua wouldn’t dare to mess around!” 

“Just now he injured Wan Zifeng, this is already tantamount to having an enmity with the Wan family. 

Wan Zifeng has already contacted someone from the Wan Family.” 

“The Wan family head personally called Master Xue Wu, who has already given word that their people, 

won’t interfere with other people’s affairs.” 

“As long as we don’t provoke them, there’s no reason for them to come and ruin our launch.” 

“In a while, you hide upstairs and try not to go down, lest the other side find an opportunity to use the 

issue to their advantage, do you understand?” 

Qian Liangwen nodded vigorously. 

After what had happened, he had no face to go down to meet people, ah. 

Qian Yongan stood up and sneered, “Since the Crown Prince is here, Lin Mo of Guang Province, should 

also be here!” 

“Hmph, let me go and meet this divine doctor of Guang Province and see what he is really capable of!” 
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The launch party. 

The Prince stood tall and proud in the middle of the venue. 

And where he was, basically no one dared to approach. 

Even in normal times, no one would dare to mess with this b*****d king. 

What’s more, now that Huo Hua was still with the Prince, no one dared to touch him! 

Duke Wan stood in the crowd, his brow was also furrowed tightly. 

Honestly, he was really not used to seeing the Crown Prince. 

However, he was also very clear that with Huo Hua around, there was nothing he could do to the Crown 

Prince. 

Moreover, his attention was, more than anything, still on Lin Mo. 

After what had just happened, Lin Mo had taken the opportunity to slip away. 

And this, too, made Duke Wan certain that this person, if not Lin Mo, was definitely related to him, 

otherwise how could he be weak-minded? 

He had been walking among the crowd, just to find Lin Mo out. 



However, now Lin Mo was also deliberately avoiding him, not meeting him at all, making his search all in 

vain. 

Chen Baiyu walked in, standing beside the Crown Prince, looking at the fearful eyes of the heirs of the 

Ten Great Families, and he couldn’t help but feel quite emotional in his heart. 

For the first time, he felt what it meant to be a true fox and a tiger! 

Even when he used to be the youngest of the Chen family, the heirs of the ten great families were on an 

equal footing with him. 

And now, just because he was standing next to the Crown Prince, these heirs of the Ten Great Families 

were all quite fearful of him, so it was clear how powerful the Crown Prince was! 

“Brother Crown Prince, how are we going to help Lin Mo in a while?” 

Chen Baiyu asked in a low voice. 

The crown prince shrugged, “I don’t know either.” 

“He probably has some plan of his own, we’ll just cooperate with his plan when the time comes.” 

“If he really doesn’t have a plan, then he can simply spoil the launch.” 

“Anyway, we can’t let Wanchun Hall release this medicine today no matter what.” 

“Once this medicine is released to the public by Wan Chun Tang first, then it will be difficult for Xu 

Pharmaceutical, to get this medicine back!” 

Chen Baiyu nodded repeatedly, “Good, then let’s do as you say.” 

“If we can’t, we’ll ruin the launch.” 

“Anyway, with Master Fire here today, the ten families of Su Province will only be able to hold their 

breath!” 

Just then, Fire Hua suddenly waved his hand, “Yun Shao, I’m just here to keep an eye on it for you.” 

“As for the feud between Xu Pharmaceutical and Wanchun Hall, that’s someone’s private matter, I 

won’t interfere!” 

“So don’t even think about stirring up this launch.” 

The prince was confused, “Why for …… that?” 

“Is …… the Vanguard family putting pressure on the Fifth Master?” 

Huo Hua shook his head, “Even if the Vanguard Family exerted pressure on the Fifth Master, would the 

Fifth Master care?” 

“It’s just that, this matter, it’s Lin Mo’s own business.” 

“And I, no matter what I do, am inseparably linked to Master Xue Wu.” 



“If it was me who stirred up this launch today and helped him retrieve the rejuvenation pills. That would 

only make the ten major families in Su Province feel that the Fifth Master is acting unfairly!” 

“When the time comes to make trouble with the Fifth Master, how can the Fifth Master, as the King of 

the Southern Realm, even out this bowl of water?” 

The prince opened his mouth and was left speechless. 

Just as what Huo Hua had said, Huo Hua could stand up for them, but he could not help them fight for 

the Reconstruction Pill. 

After all, behind Huo Hua, stood Master Xue Wu! 

Whether it was Su Province or Guang Province, both belonged to one of the six provinces in the 

Southern Realm, and both had Master Xue Wu as their king. 

Under such circumstances, if Su Province and Guang Province were to compete for this Recycle Pill, no 

matter who Master Xue helped, it would be unfair to the other side! 

Chen Baiyu immediately panicked a little: “Master Fire, if you don’t help, then …… how will Lin Mo 

retrieve this Recycle Pill?” 

Fire Hua smiled gently, “If Lin Mo needs my help in everything he does, then how can he truly become 

the revered of Guang Province and truly make those ten families of Guang Province subservient?” 
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After searching downstairs for a while and failing to find Lin Mo, Duke Wan was stopped head-on by 

Wan Zi. 

“My Grand Duke, why are you still wandering around here?” 

“Second Uncle has been looking for you upstairs for half a day, if you don’t go upstairs, his old man will 

lose his temper!” 

Wan Zhi said with a beak. 

Duke Wan frowned, “What is he looking for me for?” 

Wan Zhi shrugged, “How should I know that?” 

“Probably because he was defeated by Huo Hua just now, he’s not feeling well in his heart and wants to 

find something to do.” 

Speaking of this, Wan Zhi looked at the distant crowd again with interest and excitement, “Oh, by the 

way, which one is Fire Wah?” 

“Is it handsome?” 

With a helpless look on his face, Wan Zi pointed to the distant Huo Hua, “Here, just that one.” 

“Not your type.” 



Wan Zi stared at Huo Hua for a moment and suddenly laughed, “How do you know he’s not my type?” 

“My tastes have changed since then, you know?” 

“I now, ah, especially appreciate those who are capable.” 

“It doesn’t matter if you’re handsome or not. The most important thing for a man is his ability and 

career, right?” 

“Just like that Guang Province’s venerable Lin Mo, this kind of man would have many women admiring 

him, don’t you think?” 

Wan Zhi was really mentioning which pot was not open. 

Duke Wan was so angry that he clenched his fist, while Wan Zhi didn’t even give him a chance to speak, 

smiling and turning around and walking towards Huo Hua over there. 

The Duke of Wan looked at her in a thousand different ways and couldn’t help but roll his eyes. 

“Really treating Huo Hua like a normal person, asking for trouble!” 

Duke Wan muttered, but still turned around and went upstairs. 

Wan Zifeng had just been defeated, and now there must be something important to talk to her about. 

When they arrived upstairs, several members of the Wan family were basically here. 

Moreover, there were now a few more people. 

Duke Wan knew that these few people, all of them were the consecrated experts of the Wan Family and 

were all very powerful. 

However, thinking about how Wan Zifeng had just suffered a miserable defeat at the hands of Huo Hua. 

Duke Wan could be certain that these few consecrated experts, together, were no match for Huo Hua! 

Wan Zifeng’s face was blue, not to mention the miserable defeat he had just suffered, the most crucial 

thing was that he had lost face outside. 

This Wan Zifeng had always been good at saving face, and this time, having suffered such a big loss 

made him feel that this was a great shame. 

He called the family head, trying to get the family head to put pressure on Master Xue Wu to make Huo 

Hua apologise to him. 

Unfortunately, the family head didn’t even pay attention to him. 

The family head did call Master Xue Wu, but he only casually said a few words, and Master Xue Wu only 

expressed the principle of not helping each other. 

As for this matter between Huo Hua and Wan Zifeng, to Master Xue Wu and the Wan family head, it 

could only be considered a small fight. 

Huo Hua was the person that Master Xue Wu valued the most, and the Wan Family Head, how would he 

let Master Xue Wu force Huo Hua to come and apologise to Wan Zifeng for this trivial matter? 



If he really did so, it might completely anger Master Xue Wu. 

Although the Wan Family said that they did not fear Master Xue Wu, however, Master Xue Wu was, 

after all, the King of the Southern Realm. Once the two sides got into an impa*se, the Wan Family 

wouldn’t be able to gain any advantage! 

In addition, in the past few years, Master Xue Wu had received help from Huo Hua and his strength was 

soaring. 

If both sides were to fight to the death, the Wan Family did not think they had much chance of winning! 

In such a situation, the fact that Wan Zifeng could not recover the face he had lost made him even more 

furious. 

When he saw Duke Wan enter, he said directly and grumpily, “What have you been doing?” 

“What took you so long to come back?” 

“Didn’t I tell you, when you get here, don’t just wander off!” 

Duke Wan frowned, but in the end, he did not refute this elder. 

Of course, Wan Zifeng didn’t dare to count his words too harshly. 

After saying a few words, he then looked at the crowd and said in a deep voice, “I have summoned you 

all here, mainly to discuss how to deal with the matter of Lin Mo in Guang Province in a while!” 
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Hearing these words, Duke Wan couldn’t help but stare. 

He hurriedly said sharply, “Second uncle, why do we …… want to deal with Lin Mo?” 

Wan Zifeng glared at him, “What kind of words do you call that?” 

“Why can’t we deal with Lin Mo?” 

“If I remember correctly, Lin Mo was very disrespectful to you before.” 

“Didn’t you talk about chopping off both of his claws a long time ago?” 

“Now what do you mean by that?” 

“Could it be that you still intend to help him?” 

Duke Wan’s face swelled red, “Second Uncle, that’s not what I meant.” 

“But didn’t we already say that when we came here?” 

“We only came here this time to ask the divine doctor to return and cure grandpa.” 

“As for other matters, we will not get involved.” 



“The fight between Wan Chun Tang and Xu Pharmaceutical also has nothing to do with us, and we will 

definitely not take sides!” 

“You are now dealing with Lin Mo, this …… is breaking our previous rules!” 

Wan Zifeng directly waved his hand, “This is not breaking the rules.” 

“I’m dealing with Lin Mo, but also to invite the divine doctor back to treat the old man’s illness.” 

“Divine Doctor Qian has already promised that as long as the launch of Wan Chun Tang goes smoothly 

this time, he will be able to free up his time and go and treat the old master.” 

“Today, Lin Mo is definitely going to come and ruin this launch.” 

“Therefore, we will have to stop Lin Mo and help Divine Doctor Qian stabilise this launch, understand?” 

The other Wan Family members nodded their heads. 

Duke Wan, on the other hand, was a little hesitant, “Second Uncle, is this appropriate?” 

“What happens to the launch, that is after all the business of Wan Chun Tang and Xu Pharmaceutical, it 

has nothing to do with us.” 

“If we step in to stop Lin Mo, then …… that would be like taking sides with Wan Chun Tang.” 

“Don’t you forget that this Lin Mo is a divine doctor himself.” 

“If Divine Doctor Qian can’t save grandpa, we still have to invite Lin Mo back for treatment.” 

“If we offend Lin Mo here, then …… how can we ask Lin Mo for help in the future?” 

Wan Zifeng snorted outright, “What kind of bullsh*t divine doctor is Lin Mo?” 

“In front of Divine Doctor Qian, he’s not even worthy of mentioning his shoes!” 

“If even Divine Doctor Qian can’t cure the old man, do you think that this trash Lin Mo, he can cure the 

old man?” 

Duke Wan’s brow furrowed as what Wan Zifeng said made him feel a little upset in his heart. 

“Second Uncle, Lin Mo is the number one divine doctor in the Southern Six Provinces after all.” 

“The last time the Southern Six Provinces Medical Conference was held, Lin Mo had achieved the first 

place, it was recognized!” 

Duke Wan said in a deep voice. 

In fact, what he had in mind was more than anything else, he was still thinking about that ice cube from 

before. 

Lin Mo had never even met his grandfather, yet he knew that the ice cube could save his life, this was 

enough to show that Lin Mo was not simple. 

In Duke Wan’s heart, although he was resentful of Lin Mo, he still admired Lin Mo’s medical skills. 



He was more inclined to invite Lin Mo back to treat his illness. 

Wan Zifeng smiled disdainfully, “What the number one divine doctor in the six southern provinces is 

simply a name that is not worthy of the name!” 

“How did he get this divine doctor’s name, don’t you still know it in your heart?” 

“Don’t you forget that this Lin Mo, is the heir of Nanba Tian.” 

“And that medical exchange meeting was held in Guangyang City.” 

“Is it hard to have one’s heir become the number one divine doctor in the six southern provinces on 

Nanba Tian’s turf?” 

Duke Wan froze for a moment, “This …… how could this be shady?” 

“Those who were there were all the big families in the six southern provinces, even including big names 

like Lu Sanzhen of Hai Cheng.” 

Wan Zifeng said directly, “So what?” 

“Nanba Tian, that’s a big man who can directly arm wrestle with Master Xue Wu.” 

“Those divine doctors, can’t they still resist Nanba Tian?” 

“I know what you’re thinking, but I’m telling you, there are no shortcuts in the way of medicine.” 

“Lin Mo, that milquetoast brat, how can his medical skills compare to God Doctor Qian’s?” 
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When Duke Wan still wanted to retort, an old man next to him said directly, “Zi Feng is right.” 

“The way of medicine requires long immersion and years of experience.” 

“That Lin Mo is only in his early twenties this year, even if he has been studying medicine since his 

mother’s womb, that’s only twenty years.” 

“Divine Doctor Qian has been practicing medicine for more than 50 years, and his years of experience 

alone are older than Lin Mo.” 

“Lin Mo, what makes you compare to Divine Doctor Qian?” 

The other Wan family members nodded their heads, expressing their agreement with Wan Zifeng’s 

view. 

Duke Wan’s face was embarra*sed to the extreme, how could he, alone, argue with so many people? 

“Second Uncle, even if we want to invite God Doctor Qian, we don’t necessarily have to have a grudge 

against Lin Mo.” 

“In everything you do, it’s better to be afraid of one thing than another, so you should at least leave a 

way out, right?” 



“If we go too far, what will we do when we really need to find Lin Mo in the future?” 

Duke Wan said. 

Wan Zifeng directly slapped the table, “Leave a way out?” 

“Look at the way I am now, do you think they’ve left me a way back?” 

“You told me not to make things worse, so how did they do it?” 

“Injuring me, Wan Zifeng, in front of so many people, is a slap in the face of our entire Wan family!” 

“If we don’t fight them hard to the end in this incident, won’t that make people think that it’s our Wan 

Family that’s afraid of them?” 

“I, Wan Zifeng, can lose this face, but, my Wan Family, absolutely cannot lose face!” 

Wan Zifeng spoke in a righteous manner, but it was clear to everyone that he was just furious because 

he had lost face himself! 

Duke Wan sighed, he could see that this second uncle of his had already set his heart on it, and nothing 

more he could say could change it. 

Moreover, the attitudes of all the members of the Wan family were similar. 

Wan Zifeng had suffered a loss at the hands of Huo Hua this time, but the crowd was no match for Huo 

Hua, so they could only vent this anger on Lin Mo. 

The crowd deliberated enthusiastically, and Duke Wan simply stood by, not saying a word. 

Although he was very resentful towards Lin Mo in his heart, after all, the method Lin Mo had taught him 

last time had saved the Wan family’s old man. In his heart, he actually had no intention of dealing with 

Lin Mo over such a matter! 

However, he could not change the views of these people in his family, and in the end, he could only 

choose to remain silent. 

The discussion ended before Wan Zifeng sent the crowd downstairs to attend the launch. 

When Duke Wan walked out of the room, he saw Wan ZiFeng standing in the doorway with an unhappy 

face from afar, beaming. 

“Why are you here?” 

“Didn’t you go to look for Huo Hua?” 

Duke Wan said curiously. 

Wan Zhi had an indignant look on her face, “Don’t mention that name to me!” 

Duke Wan couldn’t help but be surprised, “What’s wrong?” 

“Did he bully you?” 



Wan Zhi gritted his teeth and puffed out in anger, “That b*****d told me to go after him when I grow 

up!” 

“I …… where am I little I?” 

Said Wan Zhi, and pushed her bulging breasts up a bit, as if to prove that she was not small. 

Duke Wan was dumbfounded, it was the first time he had seen Wan Zhi deflated in front of a man. 

“He’s not saying you’re small, he’s saying you’re childish!” 

Duke Wan laughed. 

Wan Zhi was furious, “Who are you calling childish?” 

“You’re the one who’s childish!” 

Duke Wan: “I didn’t call you childish, he did!” 

Wan Zhi was furious: “This stinking man, who …… is he to call me childish?” 

Duke Wan smiled and shook his head, turning around and going downstairs. 

At this time, the members of the top ten families in Su Province had also basically arrived at the site of 

the launch party downstairs. 

The launch was about to begin and those who had come to attend the launch had all arrived at the 

scene. 

Lin Mo stood in the middle of the crowd, and he saw many familiar faces here. 

Among them were Divine Doctor Xue from Guang Province, and Divine Doctor Lu Sanzhen from Hai 

Cheng, as well as Divine Doctors from several other provinces. 
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The launch of this reconstructive pill was actually a big deal. 

After all, cancer is a worldwide problem. 

A drug that can cure cancer is enough to shock the world. 

This time, Wanchun Hall was too hasty in launching this event, so not many people came. 

If it had been publicised in advance and the momentum built up, it would have been enough to attract 

famous doctors from all over the world. 

Even so, doctors of God from all over the six southern provinces, as well as those large medical 

institutions and medical families, basically rushed over. 

Everyone wanted to see this rejuvenation pill for themselves! 



After a few introductions, Qian Yong’an walked onto the stage with his head held high amidst the gaze 

of the crowd. 

As the creator of the Recycle Pill, he was also responsible for introducing the Recycle Pill to the crowd 

here. 

Qian Yong’an himself is a famous miracle doctor in the six southern provinces, and his personal 

appearance naturally drew a lot of applause from the crowd. 

With a smile on his face, Qian Yong’an put on an amiable appearance, and after exchanging pleasantries 

with the crowd, he began to tell them about this Recycle Pill. 

“The research and development plan for the Recycle Pill was already mentioned by our Wanchun Hall 

more than ten years ago.” 

“However, at that time, due to some special reasons, our research and development was not successful 

and has been postponed until today.” 

“Fortunately, the heavens have not failed us, and our efforts at Wanchun Hall have not been in vain 

after all.” 

“We have finally developed this reconstructive pill that can cure cancer, and we have finally been able to 

save thousands of patients from dire straits.” 

Qian Yong’an said loudly. 

The crowd below roared their approval and applauded. 

Qian Yong’an stood on the stage with a smile on his face, as if he had really done something good to 

help the world and the people. 

Lin Mo frowned, this Qian Yong’an, was really shameless. 

This rejuvenation pill was clearly an ancestral recipe of the Lin family, but as a result, when it came to his 

mouth, it became something that he had developed single-handedly. 

This man, who had stolen the skills from the Lin family, was now trying to take over the Lin family’s 

secret recipe and use it as his own. 

Lin Mo was furious in his heart, however, he did not rush to strike. 

He was waiting for the opportunity to expose Qian Yong’an in one fell swoop. 

However, just at that moment, an untimely voice came from the middle of the crowd, “Qian Yong’an, 

how did I hear that Wanchun Hall’s rejuvenation pill was a secret formula stolen from Xu Pharmaceutical 

in Guang Province?” 

Hearing this, the scene was in an uproar, and everyone turned their heads to look. 

The person who spoke was none other than He Qianxue. 

She was standing in the middle of the crowd, standing against the gaze of the people, but without the 

slightest bit of panic. 



Lin Mo’s face changed slightly. 

He had asked Wan Chongshan to help keep an eye on He Qianxue, but why had He Qianxue come out to 

cause trouble again? 

Where was Wan Chongshan? 

He turned his head and looked around, but found that Wan Chongshan was not there at all, so what was 

this? 

When the launch event hadn’t started, Wan Chongshan was still here. How come he wasn’t here when 

the conference started? 

Lin Mo was a little worried, but at this time, he couldn’t stop He Qianyue. 

A cold aura flashed in Qian Yong’an’s eyes, but his face still had that smiling look. 

“This young lady, I don’t know exactly where you heard that rumour from.” 

“However, my Wanchun Hall’s rejuvenation pills are entirely developed by our own team at Wanchun 

Hall.” 

“We do not have, nor do we need, to steal someone else’s formula at all!” 

“Of course, some people with ulterior motives cannot be ruled out from creating rumours and falsely 

accusing our Wanchun Hall.” 

“In this regard, our Wanchun Hall will reserve the right to pursue their legal responsibilities!” 

Qian Yongan said in a loud voice. 

The crowd around shouted in approval, and someone pointed directly at He Qianxue and shouted, “Who 

is this b*tch that dares to make false accusations here?” 

“Do you know that spreading rumours at will is also subject to legal responsibility!” 
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As this man bellowed, the others stopped hiding and cursed. 

“How dare you dare to talk nonsense here when you’re not even hairy?” 

“Didn’t your parents teach you the meaning of quality? How dare you make such a rumour in front of 

the public? 

“She’s quite pretty, but unfortunately she doesn’t speak with any sense of propriety, so I guess she’s 

lacking in upbringing. Why don’t I teach you alone when it’s over later, hahaha ……” 

“Divine Doctor Qian, you don’t have to be common sense with this kind of person, I’ll help you get rid of 

her now!” 



The crowd shouted continuously, and some even said obscene words, and some even gathered towards 

He Qianxue’s side. 

Looking at that situation, as soon as Qian Yongan gave the order, these people would definitely join 

hands to throw He Qianxue out of this conference! 

Lin Mo’s face was cold. 

He Qianxue was still his friend, so he couldn’t bear it if these people insulted her like that! 

If he looked at the people who were talking, most of them were businessmen who were in the medicinal 

herb business and wanted to become agents for Wan Chun Tang. 

These people clearly wanted to curry favour with Qian Yong’an so that they could get the right to act as 

the agent for this Recycle Pill! 

He Qianxue also ignored these people as she looked at Qian Yongan and said loudly, “Qian Yongan, as 

far as I know, Xu’s Pharmaceutical had already developed the Recycle Pill three months ago.” 

“Not only that, at that time, a number of people had already become agents for Xu’s Pharmaceutical’s 

Recycle Pills.” 

“In that case, this Rejuvenation Pill from Xu Pharmaceutical should have been developed a little earlier 

than Wan Chun Tang.” 

“Yet, Wan Chun Tang has registered the patent for the Recycle Pill before anyone else.” 

“I just want to ask, what is Wan Chun Tang’s explanation for this matter?” 

Qian Yong’an’s face was chilled, He Qianxue had said such a thing in public, it would not have a small 

impact on Wanchun Hall’s reputation. 

He gave He Qianxue a deep look and said aloud, “I have just made it very clear, my Wanchun Hall, more 

than ten years ago, had already started the research and development of this re-creation pill.” 

“If we really want to talk about who was earlier, then I’m afraid that my Wanchun Hall, is much earlier 

than Xu’s Pharmaceutical!” 

“Since that’s the case, what’s wrong with me, Wan Chun Tang, registering the patent for the Recycle 

Pill?” 

He Qianxue exclaimed, “Qian Yongan, you’re completely stealing the concept.” 

“I’m not talking about the question of who was earlier, although Wanchun Hall developed it earlier, but 

Wanchun Hall didn’t develop it successfully at that time.” 

“The most crucial thing is who developed it first and succeeded, isn’t it?” 

Qian Yong’an smiled lightly, “Girl, then how do you know, when exactly did my Wanchun Hall succeed in 

developing it?” 



Saying that, Qian Yong’an directly stood up straight and said aloud, “My Wanchun Hall had already 

completed the research and development of the Reconstructing Pill half a year ago, and has been doing 

clinical tests since then.” 

“Everyone is in the medical industry, so they should be well aware of some of the circumstances.” 

“For some pharmaceutical companies, the end of the R&D work doesn’t mean that the drug will be 

completely marketable.” 

“It’s the subsequent testing that is the most crucial.” 

“And until the tests are completed, not announcing this drug development to the public is also a normal 

business secret, everyone should understand, right?” 

The crowd below nodded their heads. 

A man beside Yuan De pointed at He Qianxue and angrily scolded, “Surnamed He, stop it in 

moderation!” 

“Xu Pharmaceutical’s research and development capabilities are nothing compared to Wan Chun Tang, 

do you think Xu Pharmaceutical can develop a miracle pill like the Recycle Pill?” 

“I know that you have a complicated relationship with Lin Mo of Xu Pharmaceuticals, so you want to 

speak for him.” 

“But we should at least act according to our conscience, right?” 

“You’re having an affair with a married man, and now you’ve come here to slander Wanchun Hall, do 

you even have a bottom line?” 

 


